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Hello to all you
wonderful people!
This month’s edition of In Touch is full of
interesting stories, useful information and
things to make you smile - I particularly
enjoyed Mickey M’s trips to Lidl and Aldi
and laughed out loud at our Grumpy Old
Man filling up his car with petrol.
Talking about laughing - there has literally
been lots of fun and games at Cuppa and
Catch Up (Sleights - Tuesday afternoons
and Danby - Wednesday afternoons). If you
haven’t given it a try yet, talk to Tina or Amy
- we can usually organise transport if that’s a
problem.
Thank you to everyone who has subscribed
to our magazine - it will help us so much to
keep it going. For those of you who didn’t
get a chance last month, we have enclosed
a subscription form in this month’s edition.
We are planning a Jubilee celebration on 1st
June with vintage displays of memorabilia
and tea and cakes - more information to
follow. We would like to hear your stories of
Queen and Country over the last 70 years:
memories of royal weddings, jubilees and
coronations so get ‘in touch’ with your stories
and photographs.

Stay safe!

~ Debbie x

A Memoir of the
First World War

Peter Woods of Danby has allowed us to publish extracts from
his father’s memoirs of the first world war. In this first instalment
John Woods, Peter’s father, describes how he enlisted and coped
with the horrors of that war as a young man.
On 4th April, 1916, I left school to
join the army. The war had been
going on for nearly two years;
there had been heavy losses, but
recruitment was still voluntary.
Posters were everywhere calling
on men to join up, including a
huge one showing a picture of
Lord Kitchener fiercely glaring and
pointing his finger at the reader,
with, “Your King and Country need
YOU” in large letters beneath. So
off I went, at the age of eighteen,
to join up. I tried the H.A.C., but
one had to be at least five feet six
inches tall, and I was only five feet
five. The Queen Victoria Rifles had a
good reputation, but they were full
up. Another did not want anyone
who was younger than eighteen years nine months, as training lasted only
three months and no one could go to the front under nineteen. This meant
that there were a lot of fully-trained youngsters with nothing to do.
After failing to join up five times, I found myself outside two doors; one was
the London Scottish, the other the Queen’s Westminster Rifles. I could not
see myself in a kilt, but decided that, if the QWR would not have me, I would
have to become a Scot. However, the QWR were pleased to take me, but as
the Territorials were a kind of club in peace time, there was an entrance fee
of twenty-five shillings to pay. So at last perseverance and determination
enabled me to enlist in the army of a nation at war, which was crying out
for recruits.
I, and about thirty others, were given uniforms and went off by train to
Hazely Down Camp, near Winchester. Being very naive, I was surprised and
rather disgusted, to find that there were no sheets for the beds, and that
one was expected to sleep in one’s shirt in bare blankets. Next day I was
expected to shave; it was an army order. I had been issued with a cut-throat
Continues P2 & 3.
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razor, with which I was not very successful as I had never before
shaved in my life. However, I wrote home for sheets, pyjamas,
safety razor and other bits of civilisation. These caused great
amusement in the Hut, but soon others followed my example.
Postage was so cheap and so quick, that I sent my sheets and
pyjamas home to be washed.
On 29th September I had my nineteenth birthday at home
and ten days later I was part of a squad setting off for France.
They did not wait until they had a whole Battalion ready to go,
but sent squads from twenty to fifty strong. There were about
thirty or forty of us, waiting for a General to come and inspect
us before we went, and as we were lined up for a pep-talk, mail
was handed round. I had a letter from home to say that my
brother Tom, who had previously been reported ‘missing’, had
now been reported killed. The lad on my right turned to me and
said, “Is that a letter from your girl?” I told him what it was, and
the message went right down the line to where the officers were
standing. The General was informed and he came and stood
close to me to give his ‘pep-talk’. He talked about revenge, and
how we would have the chance to, “Get our own back”. “The silly
old fool”, I thought. All I wanted was my brother back.
We marched to Redhill railway station with a band and crossed
from Southampton at night. The Channel was rough, and the
smell below decks was foul, so a number of us slept on deck
under a tarpaulin. After a week or two at the Base Camp near Le
Havre we were sent ‘up the Line’ and transferred to the 6th Duke
of Cornwall’s Light Infantry (DCLI), a battalion made up chiefly
from London and Birmingham, as most Cornish men went into
the Navy.
Life in the Line was dull and dirty; lice bred on our clothing and
rats scampered about everywhere. The lice used to lay their
eggs along the seams of our shirts and trousers so we would run
a lighted match along them. You could hear the eggs ‘popping’
from the heat. There was no drainage, so there had to be duckboards to walk on in the trenches. We would do about three
weeks in the Line, followed by three weeks in reserve. In the Line
we slept or lounged around in the dug-outs all day and spent
the night in the fire trenches. At dawn and dusk we ‘stood to’,

i.e. we were at our posts ready for any attack, as that was the
Germans’ favourite time. At no time during the day could one
put one’s head up for a peep, as snipers were constantly on
the lookout for a target. We had with us all our kit, including
overcoat, mackintosh sheet, blankets and 200 rounds of
ammunition. Food came up hot from the kitchens once a day;
the rest we ate cold, washed down with tea made in the Line.
Latrines were in a side trench and were favourite places for the
enemy to drop a mortar shell in the early morning! In reserve we
occupied the French barracks in Arras, cold and over-crowded
we slept on the floor in rows round the walls. We spent our time
on fatigues, like carrying rations up to the front line, repairing
trenches and parades.
A Bombing Section was formed from the men from the QWR.
We were once again an elite squad and occupied the cellars
of the wrecked houses of a deserted village near Arras. We did
no fatigues, but would go out at night ahead of our front line
(No-man’s land). Our weapons were hand-grenades. If there was
chatting in a German outpost, a couple of grenades would be
lobbed over, while we crouched in shell holes. We were most
unpopular amongst our own troops because the Germans would
always reply with artillery fire, while we had already moved on
from where the shells were falling. We worked along the line and
returned a few hundred yards to the right or left of our starting
point; the object was to keep the enemy on their toes.
That winter was one of the coldest ever. During the very coldest
part we were fortunately out of the Line altogether, resting. We
occupied some farm buildings, but even so we had to take our
boots and food into bed with us to prevent them freezing. Our
‘bully beef’ would be frozen hard, so we made a hole at each end
of the tin, which was then thrown into the brazier.
The great idea in the army was that the men must be kept
occupied, so we were all taken out to repair a railway line. We
were given picks and had to dig - I have forgotten what - but
by the end of the day we had each made a little hole six inches
deep and a foot across in the frozen ground. The cold lasted a
long time and became the only item in my letters home.

Volunteer of the Month...
~ Hazel Kelly - Sleights ~

Hazel Kelly lives in Sleights with her husband Gerry and has volunteered with Revival for over 3
years. Hazel helps in so many ways, she has served Memory Lane Lunches, delivers magazines
and has been a fabulous help transporting people to Cuppa and Catch Up in Church House
Sleights. Hazel joins in with the exercise class and games and helps with tea - she always has
a smile for everyone. Throughout Covid Hazel has regularly phoned several of our people for
nice chat.
Brenda Shipton says: “Hazel takes me to the exercise class every week and has also taken me
to the surgery a couple of times. She is also a very caring lady who is there on the telephone if
needed. She is a good listener who is always ready to help.”

Nothing we do would be possible without our amazing team of volunteers.

Who is your volunteer of the month and why?

following day newspapers began arriving, which told us of the
Battle of Arras. This was typical of everything that we did. For
any information about what we were doing we had to rely on
English newspapers sent out from home.
The next battle that we took part in was on 3rd May. The DCLI
(Cornwalls) were in reserve and spent the day lying in a shallow
trench just in front of a line of guns which fired incessantly. By
evening we could scarcely hear, the noise being so deafening.
An officer, walking above the trench just as a cannon fired, got
such a shock that he jumped into the trench and sprained his
ankle. This was our only casualty in this battle. What we were
attacking, and what was the result, I had no idea; the papers
reported only, “All quiet on the Western Front”.
The Trenches.

In these parts where we rested the villages were still inhabited,
so we could go to estaminets and buy hot coffee and fried eggs
and sausages.
On coming out of the Line in early spring it was a delicious
surprise to see leaves on the trees, grass in the fields and wild
flowers about. There were no trees or grass in No Man’s Land,
nor between our own trenches. A number of shattered tree
stumps stood about and the ground was all churned up by the
exploding shells.
In March 1917 our elite Bombing platoon was disbanded and
we all returned to our original companies and we learned that
we would be going into action in the near future. On Easter
Monday, 9th April, the Canadians attacked and captured Vimy
Ridge. The D.C.L.I. (l4th Division) was further south. There had
been a general advance that morning in the warm sunshine,
but a gap had been left, so our company had to go and occupy
it in the late afternoon. As the weather was so warm, we went
over very lightly equipped - no overcoats or ground-sheets.
There was no barbed wire where we went over. We just walked
across in a wide spread-out line. We felt very exposed but not
frightened, although under fire. Here and there a man fell. There
was no supporting gun-fire, no noise or shouting. Only a quick
walk for a few hundred yards with bullets flying around. At last
we got to a deserted trench. Almost at once a horde of Germans
came charging towards us. We all lay on the top as the trenches
were round the wrong way, being German ones, and opened
fire. A lot were seen to fall and the attack never reached us.

In July, the l4th Division was moved from the 5th Army under
Allenby to the 2nd under Plumer. We marched all the way from
the Arras area to the Ypres section of the line. Everywhere was
muddy; the ground was so waterlogged that dug-outs could
not be made. Shell craters touched others, so that one could
only walk round the edges of the shell holes, all of which were
full of water, barbed wire, oddments of equipment and war
materials - and the everlasting remnants of men. If anyone
slipped in, it took about five men to pull him out again covered
in stinking slime. Duckboards had been put down so that troops
could move at night; one could only move then as the Germans
overlooked the whole area.
The main route to the Line was the ‘Menin Road’. Shells were
carried to the advanced artillery on pack-horses but the worst job
of all was carrying up rations. We stumbled about, but couldn’t
put down the sacks of bread as the loaves would have become
sodden. We carried them in two small sacks tied together at the
top, and the string cut into our shoulders.
In July the French army on the Rue des Dames mutinied,
as General Nivelle had caused them to be cut to pieces in
unsuccessful, massed, frontal attacks on strong German
positions. To prevent a German attack on Nivelle’s army, which
refused to fight, an attack was planned for the British as far from
the French as possible. This was Ypres, where it was well known
that August was the worst month of the year for fighting as it
rained all the time. However, the Germans had to be kept busy.

So we settled down for the night. I was lying out on top at the
extreme left of the line, on guard, when it began to snow; it
snowed and snowed. I passed out - I suppose that I was forgotten
lying up top in the snow. Next morning I came to in the bottom
of the trench with the Company Commander pouring rum into
me. It is a wonder I survived at all, as I must have been lying in
the snow for about eight hours. However, I was none the worse
for it and was quite alright in no time.
In the late afternoon the general advance by infantry was to
be resumed. Thinking that our trench was held by Germans,
the artillery bombarded us; the Germans, knowing it was held
by British, also bombarded us. In spite of this we had very
few casualties. Later the Northumberland Fusiliers came over
with fixed bayonets to take our trench and were delighted to
find that we were British. They must have gone on, as we got
up from our trench and walked back to the British lines. The

WWI British soldiers in the Square at Arras.

The next extract will be published in a future edition of In Touch.

Please contact Debbie 07970 955407
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A Stitch in Time . . .

Spinning with Chris Law
We caught up with one of our wonderful
volunteers, Chris Law when she recently
brought her spinning wheel to one of our
regular Wednesday afternoon Cuppa and
Catch Up sessions at Danby Village Hall.

THE BALLAD OF LIDL AND ALDI
by Mickey MacConnell

This article has been transcribed by Ainsley from Mickey’s folk song.
You can see him sing it in an Irish Pub on YouTube
Well, the wife she broke her ankle when she tumbled off her bike
Leaving me to do the housework, a job I never liked
And doing the weekly shopping seemed a dreadful chore to me
Till I discovered Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidle-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-dee
Now I just can’t wait for Thursdays when the specials go on view
I’m the first man to the trolleys, I’m the first man in the queue
For now I know what women mean about retail therapy
It’s Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-dee.

Chris’ beautiful Shelties (L-R) Daisy , Sam and Will.
All rescue dogs.

It was perfect until it rained - as you can imagine when it
got wet it smelt of wet dog! This didn’t put Chris off and
she continued to spin her wool. She now pays local farms
for their wool when they’ve sheared their sheep instead of
her collie’s fur. She uses this wool to make rugs.
Please contact Amy on 07458 314552 if you want to come
along to our Cuppa and Catch Up sessions on a Wednesday
afternoon.
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Alloy wheels and windscreen wipers and a bag of roasting spuds
An inflatable rubber dinghy to help survive the floods
Spanners, sockets, and fish fingers, they’re so cheap they’re damn near free
At Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-dee.
Well, there’s welding rods and prime organic beef to make a hearty stew
A hiking staff and spiky boots for climbing Kathmandu
Big heads of curly cabbage to make you eat your fill
Sledge hammers and bananas and a lovely cordless drill…
There’s hatchets and hamburgers and there’s tins of beans and peas
A petrol driven chain-saw for lopping bits off trees
Strimmers, sabre saws and sausages, computers and TVs
At Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidle-dee-dee
Well’ my wife she’s gone ballistic, my marriage heading for the rocks
With crutches and her shopping bag, now she’s hobbling round the shops
And she’s cut up all me credit cards, I’m sad as sad can be
No more Aldi-Lidl-dee-Aldi. No more Lidl-dee-dee for me

Our lovely people were keen to watch and learn how to
spin the wool and Chris enjoyed showing them what to
do.
Chris currently lives in Danby and her passion for spinning
wool started 40 years ago when she lived down south. She
recalls going into a book shop and buying a book called:
“Knitting with Dog Hair” which told Chris all she needed
to know. Chris now needed to learn how to spin so she
joined a local group in Maidenhead. The classes were run
out of a shed in a garden and about half a dozen people
attended. Chris said that it took her weeks to learn but she
really enjoyed the challenge. Chris was now ready to do
her first project. She collected the fur from her own collies
and made a hat.

Angle grinders and black puddings and a pot of German jam
A lump of hairy bacon and a wet suit from Japan
A pack of streaky rashers and a crate of Russian stout
And a portable generator just in case the lights go out…

For our shed is full of plastic crap we didn’t really want
And the garden’s full of furniture and the house jam-packed with plants
And I’m living in the doghouse, Rover, Fido, Shep and me
Because of Aldi Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-Aldi, Lidl-dee-dee.

Above: A rug in the making.
Left: Knitting with Dog Hair Book.

No more angle-grinders, no black puddings, nor pots of German jam
No more lumps of hairy bacon, no more wet-suits from Japan
No more packs of streaky rashers and I’ll have to do without
Another portable generator just in case the lights go out…
No alloy wheels, no windscreen wipers, no more bags of roasting spuds
No more inflatable rubber dinghies to help survive the floods
Cos, I’m living in the doghouse and I’m sad as sad can be
No more Aldi-Lidl-dee-Aldi, no more Lidl-dee-Aldi for me.
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Come and join us at
Cuppa and Catch Up!
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Harvest Time Dinner Snack

METHOD:
1. Line an 8 inch x 12 inch Swiss roll tin with
plain pastry.
2. Spread the pastry with a layer of sausage
meat.
3. Cover the meat with a layer of finely
chopped onions.
4. Spread all with baked beans in tomato sauce
and put a pastry layer on top if desired.
5. Brush top with beaten egg if pastry is used.
6. Bake the pie in a hot oven for 20 minutes.
Enjoying dominoes at Danby Cuppa & Catch up.

The Craft Table in Danby Village Hall.

It’s time to see some old friends and meet some new ones too
So let’s go to Cuppa and Catch Up where there’s lots of things to do
You can join in with cards and dominoes or try a game of Scrabble
If you’ve never tried short mat bowls, you can have a little dabble
There’s chair exercises to keep you fit and games to make you think
Crafts galore, knit, spin or sew if you don’t fancy going pink!
But best of all - and you can’t beat it - a chance to have a chat
A laugh, a smile - don’t stay just home - talking to your cat!

7. Reduce the heat for a further 25 minutes.
8. Pie can be served hot or cold.

Harvest time dinner snack.

Above: Dominoes in Church House, Sleights.
Left: Team Sleights at Cuppa and Catch up.

Left: Move On Chair Based Exercise Class in Sleights. Right: Take your pick bowls, biscuits, dominoes or chat!
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Book Worms

The Good Old Days

Game of Thrones - I very much doubt it!
Sue Wiggett from Eskdaleside tells us how she enjoyed a highly
unlikely series of books.
Since I was very young I have been an avid reader,
(torch under the bed covers scenario).
I enjoy a wide variety of genres but have never got to grips
with fantasy-world tales. I must be one of the only people in
the country not to be gripped by ‘Game of Thrones’! However,
in recent months I was given a book to read by a friend of mine;
we exchange books on a regular basis as we have similar tastes except for ‘Game of Thrones’! She and I spent hours devouring a
box set. We like Jodie Picoult, Santa Montefiore, Maeve Binchey,
Jo Jo Moyes, Philippa Gregory, Harlen Coben, Nicholas Sparks,
et al to name but a few. She had attempted to change my mind
by giving me one of the ‘Icemark’ series of books to read and I
was well and truly hooked. These books, written by Stuart Hill,
published by Chicken House, are absolutely fabulous, originally
written for a teenage audience but devoured eagerly by an
elderly O.A.P!
As far as I know, there are currently three books published. I
wrote to the publisher requesting a copy of one of them, which I
could not find anywhere and they very kindly sent me an office
copy, complete with a HANDWRITTEN note (that really impressed
me!) hoping I would enjoy it. I did! So do take a chance and dip
into the fantastical lives of ‘Thirrin’ and her family, friends, allies
and enemies. You will come to care about all the characters,
even the O.T.T. vampires. They wear a hat, scarf, gloves and hug
a hot water bottle! They are so realistic and well written I have
even been tempted to read them AGAIN, that would be a very
rare occurrence for me, so please have a go and ENJOY!

Our dear friend Alice Gullon of Sleights shares her
memorabilia from her time in the WRNS.
Alice, who lived in Sleights and had her 100th birthday last
year, joined us at Cuppa and Catch Up and showed us the
bag that she was issued with during her time in The Women’s
Royal Naval Service in World War 2. Inside the bag there
was her wartime payslip, a beautiful photograph of Alice in
uniform and her medals.
Alice served for 3 ½ years in the catering department with
most of her service in Great Yarmouth before moving to the
Royal Marine Depot in Deal, Kent after the war where she was
demobbed in 1946.
Alice went on to be a domestic worker and stayed with the
same family for almost 50 years until her retirement. She
never married, saying - in typical Alice style - “there was
nobody good enough”.

‘The Icemark Chronicles’:
Book 1 - The Cry of the Icemark by Stuart Hill
Book 2 - ‘Blade of Fire’
Book 3 - ‘Prince of the Icemark - prequel to ‘Cry of the
Icemark’

Always interested in a range of crafts, Alice spent many years
knitting and crocheting blankets for premature babies at the
Special Care Baby Unit at Scarborough Hospital, knitting by
touch as her eyesight was limited.

Above Left: A beautiful young Alice in her uniform.
Above Right: Alice’s Military campaign medal - awarded to those who
had served full-time in the Armed Forces.

The Chicken House publishers - 2 Palmer Street, Frome,
Somerset, BA11 1DS (www.doublecluck.com)
I would recommend you read ‘Prince of the Icemark’ first even
though ‘Cry of the Icemark’ is classed as first in the series.

Witches, wizards, magical warrior cats, warlocks, werewolves,
walking forests, snow leopards, Roman soldiers and Arab princes
to name but a few. Friends, allies and enemies.
Please Mr. Hill, write some more in the series. I would LOVE to
renew my acquaintance with the people of ‘Icemark’ and their
loyal companions.

Above: Val, Alice and Philip at Alice’s 99th Birthday.
Bottom Left: Alice’s Armed Forces Veterans’ Badge.
Bottom Right: Alice’s original bag issued with her WREN’s uniform.

Heather Hopper April Trips
Date:
20/04/22
22/04/22
25/04/22
29/04/22

Time:
AM - PM
Lunchtime
Lunchtime
Morning

Forthcoming Trips
Destination:
Northallerton
Stokesley
Royal Oak
Dale Head Tea
room/garden

Event:
Free time
Free time
Lunch (£9.95)
Coffee

Cost:
£7.00
£4.00
£4.00
£4.00

If you would like to join us on any of the above trips please contact me on either
01287 669648 or 07904 539429. Or Email: enquiries@heatherhopper.org.uk
Kind Regards, Carolyn Moore, Heather Hopper Administrator. Esk Moors Active LTD. Charity no: 1127696
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Above: Alice’s Payslip from World War II.

While we were putting this article together I am extremely sad to say that our dear Alice passed away - she will always be remembered
in our community as a strong and capable lady with an excellent sense of humour.
Alice loved making tea for visitors - always Yorkshire tea, good and strong with whole milk as she said that she was a farmer’s daughter
and couldn’t be doing with the skimmed stuff. She liked accompanying it with a slice of delicious ground rice cake or a generous slice
of apple pie. On Sundays and special occasions the tea would be dispensed with and replaced with a glass of sherry.
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Grumpy
Old Man
I’m a grumpy old man and proud of
it. Society needs me because I speak
up when the rest remain silent on the
issues of the day!

Trump Revisited

How To Avoid Petrol Increases

The other day (mind you, when I say ‘the other day’ I could be
referring to anytime before yesterday and five months ago,
such is my memory of late) I was reading about how Donald
Trump is preparing for his next shot at President in 2024. Can we
ever forget how much of an idiot he was? (Well, I can – but that
means nothing). He is an absolute megalomaniac and outright
liar and not fit to be in charge of such a great country. I was very
disappointed when he didn’t get impeached. The Americans
use this term ‘impeached’ but it doesn’t do the situation justice.
Like Nixon and Clinton before him, he got off very lightly. The
problem as I see it is the word ‘peach’ in ‘impeachment’. A peach
is a rather fine fruit that everyone rates very highly for its taste
and succulence so to my mind it would be far better to replace
it with a different fruit that would do the job in hand so I came
up with ‘pear’ – hence ‘impearment’. This would mean that any
transgressor would suffer some form of retribution from each
congressman who thought that he was guilty so could inflict
an impearment such as removing a leg, removing an arm, eye
or hearing. If every congressman could inflict an impearment
there would be very little left of the transgressor. Seems like a
much better system to me and this would stop the shenanigans.

Increases in petrol prices have never affected me as I have my
own tried and tested method. I always put £20 in. Simple. Costs
the same every time and never goes up! Remember you heard
it here first.

The Benefits of the iPhone
Most people are at the age where they are using their phones
to document the good times in their lives with photographs. I
am at the age where I use my phone to take pictures of labels
that I can’t read and use my phone to enlarge the print so that
I can read it.

Himala yan Pink Salt
I bought some Himalayan pink salt at the supermarket the
other day (when I say the other day . . . . but you’ve heard all of
that) and it’s supposed to be very healthy – a good substitute
to the unhealthy stuff we currently chuck over our food. It was
formed in deposits 200 million years ago from crystallized salt
formations in dried sea beds apparently. But here’s the thing
– it had a sell by date on it! What’s that all about? This is why I
question the world that we live in.
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The Repair Shop
My wife and I are avid watchers of the Repair Shop on BBC1.
If you haven’t seen it, they use traditional techniques, passed
down through the ages, to restore artifacts that have fallen into
dis-repair and brought to them by members of the public. She
managed to book a spot on the programme where we could
take our old clock on the mantle piece to be repaired. We
travelled down to Chichester with the clock to have the experts
repair it. But here’s the thing. After much discussion with the
experts she brought the clock back and left me!

Very Useful Information
“Fed up of hanging on the phone for ages trying to
order your prescription?” asks Debbie.
We can help!
There is a new NHS App. (I know, weird technical
words again) App? What does that mean? It’s a
programme (thing) we can help you download
(put) on your phone, iPad, laptop or computer.
I have to say I have found the NHS App thing
amazing!
I tried it the other day and ordered my prescription
in less than a minute - it was so quick I didn’t
believe it had worked so I rang the surgery to
check - and they had the order - it was just waiting
for the doctor’s approval.

Fed up of hanging on the phone for ages tryin
asks Debbie ??

You can also get your Covid passport, should you
need one. You can view all your medical records
too - not that I wanted to - I think a good book
makes happier bedtime reading!

If you would like help to “Download the App” and find out how to
use it, phone Katie on 07458314556

My Final Gesture
Remember Sir Tom Moore? He walked the length of his garden
when he was 99 years of age during the pandemic to raise
funds to help out with the Covid problem. He eventually raised
a staggering £33 million for charity! Well, I have decided at this
late age, to do a similar gesture before my natural demise. I’m
going to become King. I’m doing this to give our long serving
sovereign some free time to buy that camper van that she has
always dreamed about and spend some time touring her realm.
The Royal Family are having their problems at the moment so
I’m going to help out and do my bit for the country for as long
as it takes. Not that I could do a better job than our fantastic
Queen – I would only do it differently. The first thing that I
would do is to abolish parliament – cutting out the middlemen
as the prime minister would have to come to me when I’m
King to sanction everything anyway. Boris would be the first to
go, the charlatan. If he’s talking, he’s lying; if he’s not talking,
he’s been caught out and frightened to say anything that may
incriminate himself. I would also stop all this ceremonial stuff
like the opening of parliament with Black Rod banging on the
door to the House of Commons with his mace. Have you seen
the mess that it has made over the years to the door? I plan to
travel to London in the coming weeks to get inaugurated so I
will report my progress to you next month from my throne in
the Palace of Westminster. Watch this space!

SAY NO TO THESE NUMBERS
I recently discovered that there are lots of phone
numbers we can ring, without realising it, that
cost an absolute fortune! Try £12 for 4 minutes!
Appalling!
If you need help to put ‘call barring’ on your home
or mobile phone to help prevent you calling these
expensive numbers call Katie on 07458314556

These expensive numbers include:

09
084
087
118

077
074
070
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Quiz Time

Kindly submitted by Elaine Hunt

?

Anagrams: Breeds of Dogs

?

A. KA TAI

H. CHINO BRIEFS (6,5)

O. DENY ROUGH

B. ZOO RIB

I. LA POPLIN

P. ZUN SEARCH

C. SOMEDAY

J. TREE RIVER

Q. OPEN MARINA

D. ORAL BARD

K. FITFUL LAMBS (4,7)

R. ELK PIE

E. HEEL SIT

L. DAR RIB

S. ADDED NION MINT (6,7)

F. AYAH ELMS

M. BI JEANS

T. CALL US JERKS (4,7)

G. OPAL LASSO(5,4)

N. HARPIES (4,3)

?

Useful Telephone Numbers
Debbie
Revival North Yorkshire

07970 955407

Help and support
Information for our In Touch magazine

Amy Farmer
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314552

Community Support Worker - Castleton
and Danby area.

Tina Dixon
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314565

Community Support Worker - Staithes
and Sleights area.

Katie Fletcher
Revival North Yorkshire

07458 314556

Digital Champion, Administrator, Social
Media, and lots of other very useful
things!

Emergency

999

Fire, police and ambulance.

Non-emergency Police

101

To give information or to report a minor
incident.

NHS Direct

111

Urgent medical problem and you’re not
sure what to do and Covid-19.

Whitby DAG
Disability Action Group

01947 821001

Help for people with a disability.

Citizens Advice Bureaux

Scarborough: 01723 368710
National Helpline: 03444 111444

Free confidential advice:
• Housing • Benefits • Faulty purchase
• Money • Law

Dementia Forward

0330 0578592

Supporting people affected by dementia
across North Yorkshire.

Carers Plus Yorkshire

01723 850155

Support for unpaid family carers.

01609 780780

Option 2 - Help to find out if you are
getting all the benefits and support you
are entitled to.

NYCC Income Maximisation

Disclaimer: We have done our best to provide you with the most accurate information we can. We apologise in advance
for any discrepancies.
ANSWERS - A. AKITA B. BORZOI C. SAMOYED D. LABRADOR E. SHELTIE F. SEALYHAM G. LLASO APSO H. BICHON FRISE I. PAPILLON
J. RETRIEVER K. BULL MASTIFF L. BRIARD M. BASENJI N. SHAR PEI O. GREYHOUND P. SCHNAUZER Q. POMERANIAN R. KELPIE
S. DANDIE DINMONT T. JACK RUSSELL
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